Exercise 1

It's Saturday morning. What have Tim and his school friends been doing since they got up?

Tim - decorate his bedroom
Patrick - work on his biology project
Sam and Matt - practise rugby
Joe and Peter - watch Sam and Matt
Raymond - do nothing
Sue and Jane - shop
Melanie - help with housework
Maria and Julie - chat on the Internet
Fiona and Eve - do community work
Kate - read a book

Tim ........................................................................................................................

Patrick ...................................................................................................................

Sam and Matt ........................................................................................................

Joe and Peter .........................................................................................................

Raymond .............................................................................................................

Sue nad Jane ..........................................................................................................

Melanie ..................................................................................................................

Maria and Julie ....................................................................................................

Fiona and Eve ......................................................................................................

Kate ......................................................................................................................
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Key with answers

Exercise 1

Tim has been decorating his bedroom.

Patrick has been working on his biology project.

Sam and Matt have been practising rugby.

Joe and Peter have been watching Sam and Matt.

Raymond has been doing nothing.

Sue and Jane have been shopping.

Melanie has been helping with housework.

Maria and Julie have been chatting on the Internet.

Fiona and Eve have been doing community work.

Kate has been reading a book.